
The channel’s 
bespoke audio 
recording partner...

The zero-touch way to deliver bespoke caller experiences, that are scripted 
by leading AI engines and recorded by your customers’ choice of 300+ 
professional voice artists or AI voices, all as part of your UC solution.

A phone system is much more than a call routing technology - for most businesses it’s a critical 
customer touch point. Callers to SMEs typically spend 20% of call time on hold. As the provider of their 
telephony infrastructure, you can determine, and monetise, the way your customers utilise this time.

Using powerful AI integrations, PromptVoice writes bespoke scripts and pairs them with tailored 
voices and music choices. Customers schedule when compilations should play, and self-serve ongoing 
audio updates. This leads to greatly enhanced caller experiences, more marketing opportunities, and 
new, monthly recurring revenue streams for you.

Our unique freemium model enables you to give every customer free access to basic functionality 
and take advantage of automated in-app emails, and smart upgrade paths, which encourage users to 
upgrade to paid subscriptions, growing your margin.

Features

• AI scripting tools powered by leading AI engines including ChatGPT
• Vast library of licence free and regularly updated music
• Message scheduling – ideal for Christmas music or seasonal promotions
• Bespoke recordings produced and playing live within just a few minutes
• Instant recordings available from best of breed AI voices
• 10,000+ ready to use marketing messages and templates
• 50+ languages and dialects from 300+ voice artists
• Innovative audio streaming, or simple download fi les
• Intuitive zero-touch customer initiated upgrades to grow your margins 
• Compatible with any telephony or VoIP platform
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How it works 

Your customers simply enter their web address into your portal, from which AI deduces their company 
details, industry, products, opening hours and tone of voice. Using this information, PromptVoice AI 
writes bespoke scripts, which users can edit, and pairs them with recommended AI voices and music 
choices to create fully produced compilations. Within just a few minutes, bespoke compilations will 
be recorded, mixed and playing live, creating fantastic caller experiences, and securing additional 
monthly recurring revenue. 

Get in touch:
+44 (0) 1256 591785

www.promptvoice.com

Why partner with us?

• Sustainable, healthy recurring revenue streams
• Unique, market-leading AI innovations
• Intuitive zero-touch freemium proposition
• Customer initiated in-app upgrades that drive recurring revenue growth
• No ongoing maintenance requirements
• Simple subscription plans to suit every customer and budget
• Voted Best Channel Portal in 2022’s Comms National Awards

Get a sneak peek of the new, AI integrated PromptVoice, visit:
www.promptvoice.com/sneakpeek
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